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Measuring Situational Awareness through Analysis of Communications: A Preliminary
Exercise
Abstract
Network centric warfare promises to increase information sharing and allow distribution of decision
making. This will improve military effectiveness, but only if the situational awareness (SA) of warfighters
is correctly aligned. Modern natural language processing techniques, such as Network Text Analysis
(Carley, 1993), are designed to infer the cognitive states of individuals and groups engaged in cognitive
collaboration and measure group SA by exploiting data on the information that team members access and
generate. An integrated software application, IMAGES, utilizes AutoMap (Diesner & Carley, 2004) as the
primary analysis engine to take advantage of the large amounts of communication and report text that
naturally occur in collaborative environments. The text generated in the normal course of work is
collected and changed into forms that can be compared and analyzed. A comparison of networks based on
text from several individuals or groups yields information about the similarity of their respective mental
models. Differences among maps may reflect misalignments of SA, which can be remedied by
information sharing and targeted communication. An exercise was conducted to assess the potential of
NTA as implemented in AutoMap and IMAGES. The results indicate that NTA will allow analysts to
effectively assess SA through passive means.
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Preliminary Draft
Networked information systems are widely used to distribute data and intellectual tasks to the best
specialists available across an organization and around the globe. Corporations use network technologies
to outsource software development, telephone support, and other functions to the most cost efficient labor
sources internationally. The Department of Defense uses networked collaboration technologies to
coordinate its own forces and its coalition partners in wartime operations in Iraq and peace time recovery
operations in Indonesia. Future U.S. Navy missions will leverage FORCEnet – a network-centric concept
for organizing, connecting, and empowering warfighters (Alberts & Hayes, 2003). Organizations such as
the U.S. Navy’s Expeditionary Strike Groups (ESG) are already putting these FORCEnet concepts to use.
These organizations use networked information systems to improve the processes and outcomes of
cognitive collaboration. In particular, organizations expect this technology to ensure that information
exchange is accurate and efficient (i.e., that people have the right information at the right time) and that
team members are aligned in their interpretation of that information and the inferences drawn from it1.
These effects should ensure that teams make better and timelier decisions, that their actions are better
synchronized and coordinated, and that the mission effects are powerful and sure.
Network technology, alone, does not ensure these effects. The quality of cognitive collaboration varies
widely between teams, whether they work executed face-to-face (McComb, 2005; Isaacs and Clark, 1987;
Warner & Wroblewski, 2004), or in sophisticated, networked environments (Cooke, 2005; Entin and
Serfaty, 1999). When networks do make a difference, it is sometimes for the worse. Information overload
is commonplace in networked workplaces, misunderstandings are frequent, and both decisions and
actions are frequently – sometimes tragically – mis-coordinated (Woods, Patterson, & Roth, 2002, Weil et
al, 2004). These are the symptoms of flawed situational awareness at the organizational level, and the
consequence of failed cognitive collaboration.
To improve cognitive collaboration – particularly distributed, network-centric organizations – leaders
must measure, monitor, and manage it. Doing any of these presents challenges, but measurement is
especially difficult. Measures of “return on investment” (e.g., net profits) and mission effectiveness (e.g.,
number of enemy units destroyed) are often proposed and are easily taken, but they are distal, summative
measures of the effects of information systems (and a host of other forces) on organizational performance;
they are not measures of cognitive collaboration itself. Measures of information technology performance
assess transfer rates, data availability, and the like, but they do not address semantics. They do not shed
light, in particular, on the distribution of specific information content (information exchange) and the
coordination of meaning across an organization (interpretation and inference).
A traditional challenge in measuring cognitive processes is that they are largely unobservable. Laboratory
measurement of cognition typically involves highly calibrated procedures that elicit artificial actions (e.g.,
rapid key-presses) and inferences based on the results. Other measures of cognition, such as eye tracking
or neuroimaging techniques, are more direct, but sometimes difficult to interpret.
However, cognitive collaboration is not internal to the individual, but external. Thus, it is easier to
observe and measure in operational settings. As Cooke (2005) has stated, "coordination is team
cognition." In a networked environment, one form of coordination – communication – is both accessible
and useful for measuring cognitive collaboration. Communications in networked information systems
may include email and text chat. The memos, reports, and other documents that team members read and
write also are communications – albeit communications made at a slower pace.
We argue that cognitive collaboration can be measured by (1) tracing the patterns of these
communications, which represent information exchange, and (2) analyzing their content, which represent
1

Under our definition, information networks are intended to improve situational awareness in all three aspects
defined by Endsley (2000): perception, comprehension, and prediction.
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interpretation and inference. Further, team leaders can monitor cognitive collaboration, given intuitive,
informative visualizations of collaboration patterns and content. This puts leaders in a position to manage
cognitive collaboration.
FORCEnet
The U.S. Navy is undergoing a rapid transformation in the operations it conducts — the enemies it faces,
the resources it employs, the capabilities it delivers, the ways it coordinates with other branches of the
armed services, and the organizational structure it uses to bring those new resources and capabilities to bear
against a new generation of enemies. This revolution began with the development of the “network-centric
warfare” concept, and evolved into the definition of FORCEnet as a future Navy organizing principle (again
reference to FORCEnet).
FORCEnet is viewed as the operational construct and architectural framework for naval warfare in the
information age, integrating warriors, sensors, command and control, platforms, and weapons into a
networked, distributed combat force. It is envisioned that FORCEnet will provide the architecture to
increase combat capabilities through aligned and integrated systems, functions, and missions. Like networkcentric warfare in general, it promises to transform situational awareness, accelerate speed of decision
making, and greatly distribute combat power (Figure 1). FORCEnet will harness information for
knowledge-based combat operations and increased force survivability. It will also provide real-time
enhanced collaborative planning among joint and coalition partners (Alberts & Hayes, 2003; NWDC, 2004;
Mayo & Nathman, 2003). FORCEnet, therefore, promises to transform military operations by directly
connecting the elements of the military thereby accelerating the speed and accuracy of decision making, and
integrating knowledge to dominate the battle space.
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Figure 1. The Tenets of Network-Centric Warfare (Alberts & Hayes, 2003).
Traditional, hierarchical military organizations have evolved over many years, shaped by factors such as
physical separation, the availability and bandwidth of analog communication and information exchange
channels, and intrinsic human capabilities. In today’s world, network connectivity (enhanced through digital
satellite transmissions and wireless technology) has alleviated many, but not all, of these constraints. It is
now possible to transfer information almost instantaneously between points anywhere in the world. It has
become possible, in theory, for anyone anywhere to know anything, if it is happening within the range of
networked sensors. There is a widespread recognition that these changes in communication facilitate flatter
organizational structures, with higher horizontal communication rates, in contrast to more traditional
hierarchical structures based primarily on vertical communication (Fukuyama, 2000, Gilly & Gilly, 1991).
Heterarchical (i.e., flat) information structures can surely be reconciled with inherently hierarchical
command structures, but it will require an ability to measure, monitor, and manage the new
communication capabilities in the next generation of network-centric C2 organizations.
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To achieve the FORCEnet vision, numerous technologies are being integrated into existing naval
resources to improve information sharing in command, control, communications, computers, &
intelligence (C4I). Among these are tools that are designed to improve tactical situational awareness, such
as the ACDS (Advanced Combat Direction System) (reference) and GCCS-M (Global Command and
Control System - Maritime) (reference), and those that utilize web-based technologies to integrate mission
relevant information, tools, and displays to facilitate group interaction and augment decision-making
(e.g., K-Web; Pester-DeWan, et al., 2003). Integrated collaborative environments, such as GVO, are
being evaluated to determine the extent to which they can support chat, bulletin-board type discussion,
distributed file sharing, synchronous whiteboard and note taking in the military (Bordetsky, 2005).
Innovative tools for distributed knowledge sharing, such as E-Wall (Keel, 2005) are being examined by
the Navy. Below the radar, standard business collaboration tools have already taken hold: email, chat, and
standard Microsoft Office applications that support collaborative editing.
Some of the technologies being developed in support of FORCEnet are currently becoming operational as
part of to U.S. Navy’s Expeditionary Strike Groups (ESG). The ESG is composed of surface warfare
resources augmented by a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), Naval special operations, and surface
warfare resources, totaling eight or more coordinated vessels (U.S. Navy, 2004). The ESG is a highly
mobile, self-sustaining force, capable of conducting expeditionary warfare operations to support a full
range of theater contingencies. Those missions could range from humanitarian and disaster relief to
combat operations.
The ESG is a ready example of the need for technology that supports measurement, monitoring, and
management of cognitive collaboration over rich mission data. Many of the missions to which an ESG
could be tasked necessitate information exchange and collaboration with other military services, allied
nations, and non-governmental organizations (NGO). The sheer volume of information generated during
missions present challenges to situational awareness. Differences in organizational and national culture
may lead to unexpected conflicts in the interpretation of mission information or decisions based on it. To
detect and prevent these problems, ESG leadership will need the capability to measure the distribution
and use of information within its network, monitor that activity, and manage it.
Core Concepts: Mental Models and Situational Awareness
Cognitive and organizational psychologists have, for some years, been concerned with the questions of
how to measure, monitor, and manage (e.g., teach, influence, manipulate) the knowledge of individuals.
This work has produced a rich literature concerning mental models and expertise (Carley & Palmquist,
1992). In cognitive theory and research, a mental model has been construed as an internal artifact which
may represent a space of logical assertions and inferences (Johnson-Laird, 1983), the physics of
interactions between components of machines (Rouse & Morris, 1986), or the social interactions within
organizations (Rouse, Cannon-Bowers, and Salas). In general, (Mathieu et al., 2000, p. 274) “mental
models…help people to describe, explain, and predict events in their environment.” Mental models are
conceived to be varied in form and function (as illustrated above), complex -- based on prior experiences,
prior perceptions, values, and beliefs (Lambert & Walker, 1995) – and difficult to acquire (Rouse &
Morris, 1985). Work in organization theory also discusses the role of team mental models in terms of tacit
and actual shared knowledge (Carley, 1997; Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994)
Although the mental model construct seems well-suited for knowledge of the type acquired from
textbooks (e.g., physics, mathematics), we argue that it may be less inadequate for dealing with more
fleeting knowledge of complex and dynamic situations of the kind found in aviation and military
environments. This fleeting knowledge has been associated with situational awareness (SA). Recently,
this work on individual knowledge management has turned towards the knowledge sharing and
knowledge building processes of groups. Here, we highlight concepts from this literature that inform the
design of methods for improving cognitive collaboration in the ESG, FORCEnet, and similar operational
organizations.
5

The transformation of the military toward network-centric warfare is predicated to a large extent on the belief
that properly aligned information ultimately leads to increased mission effectiveness. Simply put, individuals
working together within an organization are more effective when they have the information that is essential
for accomplishing their individual tasks. Significant resources have been expended on sensors and data
transmission to provide information. But information is only the start. The information needs to be properly
communicated, perceived, comprehended, and interpreted to contribute to a knowledge state. There have been
comparatively few resources expended to assess the impact of this infrastructure on an organization’s
knowledge, ability to maintain fleeting states of knowledge (i.e., SA), or methods to manipulate it. There are
however, some tools that do just this; e.g., AutoMap (Diesner and Carley, 2004;
http://www.casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/automap/) and ORA (%%%http://www.casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/ora/)
which we are using.
Management of group knowledge has some complications that individual knowledge management is able
to avoid. It is not enough to assess, monitor, or manage the knowledge of each individual in the group and
aggregate the results. For instance, at the level of the organization, two types of SA are generally
acknowledged. There is information that needs to be shared among all team members or subsets of them.
We will call this shared SA. There is also information that needs to be held by the team as a whole, but not
necessarily by every team member. We will call this team SA. These knowledge requirements are based on
the responsibilities and tasking of each person, and change over time. The distribution of knowledge
requirements across a team or organization depends on the team structure, the degree of heterogeneity or
specialization on the team, and the hierarchical diversity among team members. An effective team requires
a balance of shared and team SA (see Cooke, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 2000). This balance is implicitly
recognized by the military; the Department of the Army (1994) has defined SA as the “…ability to have
accurate and real-time information of friendly, enemy, neutral, and noncombatant location; a common,
relevant picture of the battlefield scaled to specific level of interest and special needs.”2
The two knowledge constructs, mental models and SA, have been theoretically connected in the team
literature. Specifically, a shared understanding of the domain, task, and team is a prerequisite for the more
fleeting understanding (SA) that is derived in a dynamic environment. Team research has shown that
effective team performance and team SA requires team members to hold common mental models or
cognitive representations of tasks and the team (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993; McComb,
2005; Graham, 2005). These shared mental models allow team members to coordinate, often implicitly,
within their team. As research on the relationship between mental models and team effectiveness has
progressed, researchers have delineated the mental models that are important in a team environment (see
Rouse, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 1992; Converse et al., 1991). Specifically, it is argued that there are at
least four main types of mental models that are important in understanding team effectiveness: (1)
equipment, (2) task, (3) team (Rouse et al.), and (4) team interaction (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse,
1993). In addition, these models are argued to be hierarchically related (Rentsch & Hall, 1994). At the
lowest level, containing the most basic knowledge is the equipment mental model. This model contains
knowledge regarding how the equipment that the team is interacting with works and allows members to
predict what the equipment is likely to do and when to make a response. The task mental model, at the
next level of hierarchy, contains knowledge relating to the basic attributes of the task and how to
accomplish it. Therefore, this model may contain knowledge and beliefs regarding task procedures, goals,
strategies, and the interrelationships among this content. The last two mental models in the hierarchy are
highly related and have been argued to be the most important to the effective attainment of coordinated
team action (see Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993) and the focus of the current effort. The team
mental model contains knowledge regarding the individual’s role in the task as well as the role of others.
Endsley has distinguished between shared situational awareness – “the degree to which team members
possess a shared understanding of the situation with regard to their shared SA requirements (Endsley &
Jones, 1997)” – and team situational awareness – “the degree to which every team member possesses the
SA required for his or her responsibilities (Endsley, 1995).”
2
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More specifically, this model contains knowledge about team member characteristics, including their task
knowledge, skills, abilities, and preferences. Similarly, the team interaction model also contains
information about the team, but the information is related to the individual and collective requirements
needed for effective team interaction. In addition, the team interaction model contains information and
beliefs regarding how each member’s roles and responsibilities intersect with other members on the team.
Although the team mental model allows members to form expectations and predict future performance
regarding how members are likely to act in a situation, the team interaction model takes it a step further
by allowing members to anticipate and sequence their collective actions. Thus the team mental model
especially affords team situational awareness.
In expanding the conceptual work concerning the relationship between mental models and team
performance and SA, researchers began to realize that although the possession of accurate mental models
was a prerequisite for effective team performance and team SA, it might not be sufficient. Specifically, it
has been argued that not only must members hold accurate mental models, but that it is the sharing of
mutual mental models among members – or shared mental models – that allows for effective coordinated
and adaptive team behavior (see Converse et al., 1991; Orasanu, 1990; Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990).
Graham (2005) shows that this sharing is particularly critical if military units are to be adaptive. This may
be especially difficult for multinational teams because cultural differences can place obstacles to
information exchange needed to develop these models. For example, a person from a culture with strong
power distance beliefs may not feel comfortable presenting his or her skill set to a supervisor.
Shared and team mental models have been shown to impact team effectiveness in a number of studies (e.g.,
Mathieu et al., 2000; Bolsted & Endsley 1999). However, defining and measuring team and shared mental
models has been the subject of a great deal of research and debate in recent years (Banks & Millward, 2000;
Cooke, et al. 2000; Cooke, Salas, Kiekel, & Bell, 2004; Langan-Fox et al., 2001; Espinosa et al., 2001;
Warner et al., 2004; Graham 2005). Indeed, shared mental models have engendered some of the same
concerns and complications of knowledge distribution raised with team and shared SA. Cooke has
developed knowledge metrics specifically for heterogeneous teams that take team position or role into
account.
There are several approaches for measuring team mental models that have been evaluated in the
organizational theory and psychological literature, including pathfinder analysis, multidimensional scaling,
interactively elicited cognitive mapping, and text-based causal mapping (for a review, see Mohammed et
al., 2000). Each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses that make them appropriate for different
domains and purposes. Powerful representations of mental models can be created that rely on post-hoc
elicitation of the subjective relationships among pertinent concepts. However, though such methods are
appropriate for academic inquiries into the meaning of mental models, their operational utility in an
automated tool is questionable in the context of network centric warfare, in which military officers require
real-time information about the knowledge state of organizational components. Approaches that rely on
invasive inquires, such as in-mission probes, are not realistic for operational use. These methods that rely
on retrospective responses are also of questionable relevance to the assessment of team SA which is
thought to evolve in real-time. Finally, these mental model elicitation methods focus on individual
knowledge and its similarity across team members. In network-centric warfare and similar collaborations
there is rich information in the interactions among team members that should not be overlooked.
Network Text Analysis
The communications analysis approach taken in the current evaluation, Network Text Analysis (NTA),
utilizes the information contained in normal collaboration activities, and extracts from this a series of
interlocked networks that contain information that can be used to assess SA. This data can then be
assessed using dynamic network analysis (DNA) techniques to estimate SA and to provide insight, at the
organizational level, into SA and other aspects of organizational health and risk. In NTA, semantic maps
are created for each sub-group within an organization. Semantic maps are networks in which the nodes
7

are the concepts discussed and the connections between nodes signify the strength of association between
those concepts, and are enriched by meta-data about the individuals/groups authoring the materials (e.g.,
time composed, references accessed, actions taken/documented). A comparison of networks based on text
from several individuals or groups yields information about the similarity of their respective mental
models. Differences among maps may reflect misalignments of SA, which can be remedied by
information sharing and targeted communication. However, such misalignments have to be viewed in the
context of what work is being doing.
The purpose this initial effort was to explore the potential of NTA as extracted via AutoMap to represent
and compare semantic maps derived from intra-team communication. The basic stages required for an
integrated tool were identified and followed in an initial demonstration-of-concept exercise. From this
exercise, we are able to develop metrics for comparison of texts, and to recognize the avenues for further
development and research.
To explore the potential of this approach and technology to assessing situational awareness, representative
communications and report data were captured using Groove Virtual Office (GVO) and analyzed using
AutoMap (Diesner and Carley, 2004) and ORA (Carley and Reminga, 2004). An initial evaluation
exercise was conducted in which several small teams served as surrogates for the command architectures
in use or proposed for use in FORCEnet enabled organizations. In a distributed collaborative environment
consistent with FORCEnet concepts, participants were presented with the operationally realistic scenario
called NEO: Red-Cross Scenario (Warner, Wroblewski, and Shuck, 2003). The task was to develop a
course of action (COA) to counteract the events described in the scenario, in this case the evacuation of
non-combatants from a non-permissive environment. For this evaluation exercise, participants were
divided into several “expert groups”, and granted access to different sub-sets of the reference materials
designed to assist participants in developing the COA. All collaboration and communication between
them was mediated by the GVO, which supports a variety of computer mediated interaction. The
occurrence, content, and context of communication among participants were then analyzed to evaluate the
planning process and to develop and test specific measures of team and shared knowledge. These results
serve as the foundation for the continuing development of an automated toolkit, named IMAGES: The
Instrument for Measuring and Advancing Group Environmental Situational awareness.
Methods
Participants
Six employees (3 women and 3 men) of a human-centered engineering consulting firm participated in this
exercise. Average age of participants was 37.5 years (range 25-49). Participants had a high level of
education (highest degree earned: Baccalaureate: 1; Masters: 3; Ph.D.: 2). None of the participants had
experience in the armed forces. All participants received payment for their involvement.
Scenario
The scenario used was the Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO): Red Cross Rescue Scenario
developed by the Office of Naval Research (Warner, Wroblewski, and Shuck, 2003). This scenario was
ideal in that its supporting materials include both information to be shared among all exercise participants
(concerning the locale, enemy forces, and friendly assets) and knowledge that could be uniquely held by a
subset of the participants (for intelligence, weapons, and environmental experts). It affords sufficient
experimental control while maintaining operational realism and complexity.
In this scenario, three groups of experts are presented with the task of planning a course of action (COA)
designed to rescue wounded Red Cross personnel hiding in a church on a war-torn island. There are time
pressures due to the worker’s medical conditions, as well as logistical constraints due to the political
unrest and geography of the island. Text based briefs were available on which to base the COA (Table 1).
Team members are then assigned specialized roles – environmental expert, weapons expert, or
intelligence expert. All team members were given common background materials (an Initial Brief and
8

Background Brief) and a set of maps, as well as information specific to their particular expertise (i.e., an
Intelligence brief for the intelligence experts, an Environmental Brief for the environmental experts, etc.).
The purpose of this manipulation was to replicate the knowledge disparity that could potentially exist in a
FORCEnet environment, and to simulate asymmetries in knowledge among team members.
Table 1: Briefs presented in IMAGES Evaluation Exercise.
Brief Name
Initial Brief
Background Brief
Enviornmental Expert Brief
Intelligence Expert Brief
Weapons Expert Brief

Size (Words)
430 Words
1320 Words
151 Words
176 Words
655 Words

Size (Pages)
One Page
Eight Pages
One Page
One Page
Four Pages

Presentation Type
Welcome Screen
Microsoft Word Document
Microsoft Word Document
Microsoft Word Document
Microsoft Word Document

The original scenario was slightly modified to meet the experimental requirements of the current effort. The
Initial Brief was expanded slightly, and customized with exercise-specific information (i.e., experimenter
contact information, GVO instructions, communications protocols, and guidance regarding time structure). To
take maximum advantage of GVO’s capabilities, the briefs were reformatted to meet exercise specifications.
Procedure
Team members were distributed at computer terminals in separate rooms. All communication and notetaking was mediated by GVO; there was no voice communication or handwritten personal notes. This
facilitated subsequent NTA.
The evaluation exercise was divided in to two phases (Figures 2 and 3). During the Phase 1, the six participants
were divided into three groups of two. Each sub-team served as the experts in a particular specialty –
Intelligence, Environment, and Weapons. All participants were provided with a common core background brief
as well as an expert brief that they alone received. The three expert sub-teams communicated in segregated
GVO workspaces; the sub-teams could not communicate with each other. Participants had 75 minutes to
complete review the briefs, discuss and agree on a COA, and author a small Interim COA Report that described
the COA and the assets required. Roughly, participants had ~15 minutes to review the background materials, 45
to develop the COA, and 15 minutes to author the report.
During the Phase 2 of the exercise, participants were re-assigned to two, three-member sub-groups (Figure 2).
These Phase 2 sub-groups consisted of a single Intelligence expert, Environmental expert, and Weapons
expert. Each participant first independently read and evaluated the Interim COA Reports developed by the
teams in Phase 1. They then reviewed the background materials and available briefs. In Phase 2, all briefs were
available to all participants. As in Phase 1, participants were asked to develop a COA (Final COA Report).
Roughly, participants had ~15 minutes to evaluate the Interim COA Reports and familiarize themselves with
the background materials, 45 to develop the COA, and 15 minutes to author the Final COA Report.
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Figure 2: Exercise Design Phase 1. Nodes indicate exercise participants; arcs indicate
communication constraints.

Figure 3: Exercise Design Phase 2. Nodes indicate exercise participants linked in to teams. Solid
lines indicate membership in Team A; dashed lines indicate Team B.
All COA reports conformed to a single format. Participants were asked to specify details of the rescue:
the Personnel, Transportation, Weapons, and Critical Times for their COA. They were also asked to
produce a Detailed Plan in narrative form. The quality of interim and final COAs were measured with
reference to the expert solutions accompanying the Warner et al (2003) NEO scenario.
Based on the methodology described above, several texts were generated (Table 2). These were used as
data in subsequent semantic map analysis.
Table 2: Material Generated during IMAGES Evaluation Exercise.

Material Source
Phase I Environmental Experts
Phase I Intelligence Experts
Phase I Weapons Experts
Phase II Team A
Phase II Team B

Material Type
Chat Transcript, Discussion, and Interim COA
Chat Transcript, Discussion, and Interim COA
Chat Transcript, Discussion, and Interim COA
Chat Transcript, Discussion, and Interim COA
Chat Transcript, Discussion, and Interim COA

The primary purpose of this evaluation exercise was to examine the potential of semantic maps – based
upon inter- and intra-team communication and reporting – to serve as quantifiable proxies for individual,
shared, and team mental models. We performed NTA on the corpus consisting of the original source
material (Table 1) and the generated materials (Table 2) with the AutoMap software (Diesner and Carley,
2004).
Before AutoMap codes the texts, the analyst has to make coding choices about the identification of the
concepts that are relevant for a certain content domain or research question (pre-processing), and the
specification of the conditions under which the program links the relevant concepts into statements
(statement formation) (Carley, 1993; Carley, 1997a). The pre-processing rules and the statementformation rules together form the coding scheme. Several types of pre-processing were made, including
anaphor replacement, manual header removal, non-content word deletion, and thesaurus application.
After these steps were completed, we built a meta-matrix thesaurus that classified 138 concepts relevant
for our research question in the pre-processed texts into entity classes of the meta-matrix. The application
of a meta-matrix thesaurus enables the ontology-based extraction of social and organizational structure
10

reflected in texts (Diesner and Carley, 2005). The meta-matrix also afforded concept filtering. The
domain-specific concepts considered to be the most pertinent for analysis could be isolated and selected
for further analyses.
Network Analysis
After pre-processing the data, we specified the statement formation settings in AutoMap that determine
how concepts are linked to statements (for detailed information about coding choices in AutoMap and
their impact on map analysis results see Diesner and Carley, 2004). We used entire texts as a coding
unit and a window size of two. The window size is the maximum distance of concepts that will be
linked into statements if they match the pre-processing scheme. We defined rhetorical adjacency for the
delete list and the meta-matrix thesaurus. The rhetorical adjacency maintains the original distance of
terms by filling gaps that were caused by disregarding terms throughout the pre-processing stages with
imaginary place holders. After pre-processing the data and specifying the statement formation settings,
a Map Analysis was conducted for the text files generated in the exercise.
From each text, AutoMap extracted one semantic map. The maps were output in DL format in order to
visualize them with NetDraw (Borgatti, 2002). Figure 4 shows a representation of the semantic
structure within the weapons brief. This figure illustrates the connections among concepts, demonstrates
the directionality of the link (i.e., their original order in the text). This text focuses on the Army, Special
Forces, and the particular weapons that are available and particularly relevant to this mission.

Figure 4: Visualization of Semantic Map of the Weapons Brief.
After extracting the semantic maps, we compared them in order to find out which concepts and statements
were shared across the team members and teams, and which were not. CompareMap, a tool connected to
AutoMap, supports this functionality (Diesner and Carley, 2004). CompareMap is based on set theory. The
tool identifies the union of multiple maps as well as the consensus, represented by the intersection, and
dissension (or differences) between maps. AutoMap also produced CSV files which listed the frequency of
mapped concepts and statements in each text file. Based on this AutoMap output, the intersection and union
of concepts and statements could be determined. We construed the union of multiple maps as a
measurement of team mental model (Figure 5, [A U B]). This represents the wealth of information and
ideas available to the entire team by virtue of being held by at least one team member. Similarly, the
intersection of multiple maps served as the shared mental model (Figure 5, [A B]). We argue that shared
mental models represent the least common denominator of information that all team members or teams
possess.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the relationship of two semantic maps (A & B). The intersection [A B]
represents the shared mental model; the union [A U B] represents the team mental model.
To compare the texts, we captured the maps representing the team (union) and the shared (intersection) mental
models. For each comparison of interest, we calculated the proportion of the intersection to the union of two texts.

Α
Α

Β
Β

Equation 1: Proportion of overlap between two texts.
The resulting proportion illustrates the relationship of the shared mental model to the aggregate team
mental model, and is normalized to the overall size of the two texts. This proportion was calculated for
the unique concepts, total concepts, unique statements, and total statements.

Figure 6: Comparing the overlap between two pairs of text.
Based on the materials given to each team at each exercise phase, we made predictions regarding the
relative overlaps of the semantic maps created from the original NEO materials and the materials
generated by the teams in each phase (Tables 1 & 2). Our predictions concern the difference between
these overlaps in two pairs of texts. That is, do texts A&B overlap more than texts Y&Z (Figure 6), and
by how much? This difference was considered meaningful when it exceeded a criterion, C (Equation 2).
One of the goals of the IMAGES phase I effort was to determine how to choose a meaningful criteria.
Based on the limited amount of text and similarity in tasking of the groups, C was set at 2.5%.

Α
Α

Β Υ
−
Β Υ
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Ζ
≥C
Ζ

Equation 2: Differences in overlap among sets of texts.
Two analyses were completed, differing by the pre-processing steps taken (Table 3). The motivation for
this was to replicate two potential IMAGES use cases. The first analysis used only text manipulation that
would not require domain-specific pre-processing, which would be unsustainable in a mature IMAGES
tool; the delete list and generalization thesaurus were used, but no anaphor replacement or meta-matrix
thesaurus. In the second analysis, all pre-processing steps were completed, which was expected to reduce
noise and improve the interpretability of the semantic maps.
Table 3: Parameters used in semantic map analyses.

Analysis 1
Analysis 2

Anaphor Meta-Matrix Number of
Replaced Thesaurus
Concepts
No
No
1657
Yes
Yes
137

Number of
Statements
4222
188

Results
There were three primary predictions, described below. Significant differences are noted in bold. Recall
that concepts are words of interest in the texts. Statements were co-locations of two concepts in the text.
“Unique” refers to the categories of concepts or statements that are shared between two texts; “Total”
refers to the sum of times two texts share a concept. For example, two texts (A & B) share a single
concept “Helicopter.” Text A has 5 instances of “Helicopter,” Text B 3 instances. In this case, the number
of unique concepts shared by the two texts is 1, while the number of total concepts is 3 (i.e., the minimum
between the two texts).
Prediction 1
We predicted that the sets of materials generated by the Phase I teams of specialists should have greater
overlap with the specialized materials they had access to (i.e., the background brief, initial brief, and a single
expert brief) than with the materials presented to the other, specialized Phase 1 teams. Each Phase 1 team
was given a subset of the NEO materials corresponding to their named specialty (e.g., intelligence materials
for the intelligence team), and did not receive two of the extra briefs (e.g., weapons and environmental). As a
consequence, there was certain information that they are not privy to, and were consequently unlikely to
discuss in their communications or in their COA. The semantic maps will reflect this.
The prediction that the materials generated by the three Phase 1 teams had a larger overlap with the
materials each team received – compared to the materials received by the other expert groups – was not
supported. Overlaps were largely marginal; the overlap was no larger for the congruent materials than for
the incongruent. No consistent differences were found among Unique Concepts or Unique Statements.
One reason for the null results may be the relative size of the specialized background materials, relative to
the general briefs. All participant teams received identical Initial and Background briefs, in addition to
relatively short expert briefs. The effect of the general briefs may have overwhelmed the effect of the
short specialist briefs. Thus, the concepts discussed in each Phase I group would be highly related to the
general brief and highly similar. The only exception to this was the Weapons Brief, which was
considerably longer than the other expert briefs (Table 1). When the meta-matrix thesaurus was used to
constrain analysis 2, the overlap in total concepts between the weapons specialists and the weapons brief
was greater than the overlaps between the weapons specialists and the other briefs (2.67% greater)
Prediction 2
We predicted that the materials (chat, discussion, and final COA report) generated by the multi-specialist,
Phase II Teams would overlap more with the original materials (Background Brief, Initial Brief, and
Expert Briefs) than would the materials (chat, discussion, and interim COA reports) generated by the
Phase I teams. Recall that each of the Phase I teams had a different, specialized subset of the total NEO
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materials; none had access to all materials. These teams could not have discussed certain concepts
because they had no knowledge of them. In contrast, both Phase II teams had access to all materials, and
thus could discuss all concepts included in the original NEO materials.
The results reveal a trend supporting this prediction. In Analysis 1, the total number of concepts in
common for the Phase II teams exceeded those of the Phase I teams, chiefly for Phase II team A. When
anaphor replacement and a constrained thesaurus were employed in Analysis 2, this trend weakened. In
particular, the Phase I communications and COA had a larger degree of overlap of pertinent concepts and
statements than did the Phase II communications and COA. It is unclear if the anaphor replacement is
clarifying or strengthening the analyses; for this prediction the results were highly variable when anaphor
replacement was employed. No differences were found among Unique Concepts or Unique Statements.
Prediction 3
We hypothesized that the overlap between the materials produced by the two, multi-specialist Phase II
Teams would be greater than the overlap between any comparison of the materials generated by the
specialized, Phase I teams. The two Phase II teams had access to identical source material, and should
consequently have a moderate degree of overlap. In contrast, the three Phase I teams had access to
different data sources, and should therefore contain fewer shared concepts.
When the meta-matrix thesaurus was used to focus Analysis 2, we found a larger overlap in total
statements between two the Phase II Teams than for any pairing of the Phase I teams. This indicates that
the two Phase II teams were discussing the same concepts in close proximity to each other. This is
evidence of shared mental models where shared mental models were predicted, and of the validity of this
measure and method for measuring such models.
Results and Discussion
The NTA semantic map creation and comparison techniques and the DNA analysis techniques were used
to measure the similarity among texts to gain insights into the mental models of participants. In many
cases, our predictions concerning the effects of experimental manipulation on those measures were borne
out: the overlaps showed the expected pattern. The analyses suggest that the materials generated by multispecialist teams in Phase 2 displayed a higher degree of overlap with the full set of NEO briefs than did
materials generated by specialized Phase 1 teams. We interpret this to mean that the mental models of the
Phase 2 team in greater alignment with the source materials than the Phase 1 teams. Similarly, the two
Phase 2 teams exhibited higher overlap with each other than most pairings of the Phase 1 experts. This
suggests that they had a higher degree of knowledge in common; that is, shared mental models.
These results underscore the potential for IMAGES – and the communications analysis approaches
supported by IMAGES, such as AutoMap and ORA, – to measure, monitor, and manage SA based on
non-invasive techniques that can be used ubiquitously. Trends indicated that differences could be seen
among heterogeneous groups, even in the small scale exercise described above. As the number of
individuals interacting increases, tools for extracting networks from communication, like AutoMap, and
for assessing the results, like ORA, may be the only feasible approach to assessing SA without negatively
impacting mission success by inserting probes into real collaboration activities. However, there were
lessons learned in this initial period that will need to be addressed in further research. These include the
degree of manual manipulation required for usable analysis, the level of maturity of the metric used, and
the need for deeper integration of analysis tools into the collaborative environments in current use.
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